
SOAPSTone Strategy 
 
 
You will need: 
 
 
 
•   1 SOAPSTone packet 

 -Front table 
 
 
•   1 content-specific article 

 -Back three desks 
 



SOAPSTones 

 What is a SOAPSTone? 
  

 SOAPSTone (Speaker, Occasion, Audience, Purpose, Subject, Tone) is an 
 acronym for a series of questions that students must first ask themselves, 
 and then answer, as they read a passage and analyze it. 

 
  It has its origins in AP courses: Language & Composition, U.S. 
  History, and Econ. 

 
  It has potential for non-AP courses, especially now that we have 
  Common Core Literacy requirements in all subject areas 



The Problem: 
  

  
 
Too often students approach a text with no particular plan. To novice 
readers, the text contains a series of facts that they discover and 
report to the teacher....Thus, students typically respond by repeating 
the details of the piece to show they know what it says. 
 



How does this affect Students? 
 
 

-Student responses are often basic summaries 
  -Summaries have limited applications 
  -A problem if  a summary isn’t the assigned task 

 
-Student responses are often incomplete and/or miss the point the author intended to 
make 

  -Analysis/evaluation is pointless if  the purpose is incorrect 
   
  -Example:  
   In his “I Have a Dream Speech” Martin Luther King Jr. is angry 
   and he threatens violence if  his demands aren’t met.  

 
-Student responses often include contradictory or irrelevant evidence 

  -Cited evidence often fails to prove what the student intended 
 

  -Example: 
   Limiting the access to guns is unconstitutional. For example, in 
   the 14th C guns were first used in battle. 



Sometimes things aren’t 
what they seem to be… 

Is there anything in this image that 
might contradict your initial 
assessment? 

What makes you believe this? 

Who seems to be the target of 
criticism in this magazine cover? 

Let’s try a little thing called a 
SOAPSTone! 



  
Speaker                            
  
 
  
Occasion 
  
  
 
Audience 
  
  
 
Purpose 
  
  
  
 Subject 
  
  
  
 Tone 
  
  

•  Identify who is speaking, narrating, drawing, or creating the passage. 
• What do we know about this person, people, group, or organization?  
 

•  What is the time and place context in which the passage was created?  
• What events (geographic, social, political, or historic events) led to the creation   
 of this passage?  

•  The readers to whom this document is directed (to/for whom is it intended?) 
 • The audience may be one person, a small group, or a large group; it 
 may be a certain person or a certain people.  

•  What is the message behind the text? 
• Why was it written? What goal did the author have in mind? 

This is the most important step!!! 

•  What is the general topic, content, or idea contained in the text?  
  

• How does the speaker feel about the subject and/or audience?  
• What emotions does the speaker exhibit.  

This step is not as touchy-feely/unnecessary as it might seem 



SOAPSTones 
for Texts 

 Speaker?                            
  
 
  
 Occasion? 
  
  
 
 Audience? 
  
  
  
 Purpose? 
  
  
  
 Subject? 
  
  
  
 Tone? 
  
  

Read around the passage: Introductory 
elements, and/or biographical information 
Background knowledge: What do you already 
know about the speaker/source? 

Read around the passage 
Background knowledge 
Context Clues: mention of an event, a title  

Read around the passage 
Background knowledge 
Context Clues: a greeting, referencing a particular 
group of people 

Context Clues: an explicit statement of purpose, a 
desired outcome, a complaint, a suggestion of how 
to resolve an issue 

Read around the passage 
Background knowledge 
Context Clues 

Context Clues: A direct statement of an emotion, a 
subject and/or purpose that suggest an emotion, word 
choice (happy words/angry words) 



Applications for SOAPSTones 

 PRE-READING ACTIVITY 
  -I often have my students take their reading assignment home, 
  SOAPSTone it, and then come to class ready for discussion. 

 

 RESEARCH REPORTS 
  -Students can use a SOAPSTone to evaluate articles for: 
    
   Use     -Does the material help the student make a point? 
    
   Accuracy  -Is the writer knowledgeable, in comparison 
        with his/her peers? 
    
   Bias    -How do we identify bias? Does the writer’s 
    motives & agenda affect his/her ability to be 
    accurate and/or honest?  

 
 COMPARE/CONTRAST ASSIGNMENTS 
  -Venn Diagrams, T-Charts, and now, SOAPSTones! 



Enrichment & Integrating Other Strategies 

Vocabulary    -While SOAPSToning, students can mark the confusing 
    words from the passage. Use to develop a “Word 
    Bank” or vocabulary list   

Reciprocal or group learning  -Students can complete SOAPSTones with a partner, or 
    integrate  two or more SOAPSTones into one. 

Evidence that supports a claim   -Have students explain the relationship between 
     the evidence they gather and their thesis and/or 
     the author’s purpose 


